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IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION - PLEASE READ

Before installing or operating any UV curing system, there are several safety precautions which must
be executed to ensure safe installation and operation. While common sense is your best defense,
always properly shield your employees from direct and reflected light emitted from the UV lamp. 

• High intensity, medium pressure, mercury vapor lamps can generate extreme heat and corrosive 
temperatures. Keep flammable materials a minimum of  three feet from any operating equipment.

• UV radiation can cause severe burns to eye and skin. Use protective materials (goggles, glasses), 
filter screens and curtains to ensure personnel safety.  

• In order to help prevent costly downtime and to ensure maximum UV output, practice regular 
maintenance to ensure proper operation of  your curing equipment. This includes the regular lamp
and reflector cleaning procedures outlined in this booklet. 

• Turn off  the power supply at its source before installing a UV curing system, or before 
performing any maintenance work. ALLOW TIME FOR CAPACITORS TO DISCHARGE 
BEFORE WORKING ON ANY POWER SUPPLY. DO NOT TOUCH EXPOSED 
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE INTERFACE LEADS WHEN INSTALLING THIS DEVICE.

• Service or installation work that includes integrating electrical components should be performed 
by a certified electrician. Never alter the wiring of  any purchased equipment. If  changes are made,
such alterations may damage the equipment, cause injury or death. At the very least, such 
alterations may void your equipment’s warranty.

• When operating a UV curing system, air flow in and around the irradiator (lamp housing) must 
remain unobstructed. 

• User must erect appropriate shielding around the irradiator to protect employees against 
UV radiation exposure. 

• Heat generated from the lamp must be effectively evacuated from within the lamp housing. We 
recommend a minimum of  10 CFM of  air flow within the lamp housing per 100 watts/inch 
energy supplied to the UV lamp. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Excessive cooling will diminish lamp operating voltage and effectiveness.
Inadequate cooling may cause damage to system components. If  the shutter is activated (closed),
switch lamp power to low (standby) power. Failure to do so will cause the lamp to overheat, and may
cause electrical component (fans, wiring, etc.) failure.
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AN INTRODUCTION
“UV Curing” is a photochemical process by which
monomers undergo curing (polymerization or cross-link-
ing) upon exposure to ultraviolet radiation. A specially-
formulated monomer will polymerize when exposed to
ultraviolet radiation. This UV “curable” monomer
includes a sensitizer which absorbs UV energy and initi-
ates a polymerizing reaction in the monomer.

The rate or speed of  curing will depend on the following
factors:

The chemical compound 
Each monomer will cure at a different rate, depending on
its composition and the type and amount of  sensitizer,
pigment or filling material used. In formulating the UV
curable compound, the manufacturer has to consider the
physical properties of  the finished product as well as cur-
ing speed. Therefore, the compound which cures faster
is not necessarily “better”.

The thickness of  coating
A thick layer of material requires longer exposure to UV
than a thinner one. The relation, however, is not directly
proportional. The amount of UV energy inside a layer of
coating decreases exponentially with depth. If  90% of
the UV energy is absorbed in the top 1 mil, then 90% of
the remainder, or 9% of  the initial amount, will be
absorbed in the second 1 mil. In order to bring the level
of  energy in that second 1 mil to an equivalent amount,
it would be necessary to increase the initial radiation ten
times. In that case, a two-fold increase in coating thick-
ness would require a ten-fold increase in UV intensity.

The amount of  UV intensity per unit surface
Up to a certain point the curing rate will increase with the
amount of  UV energy per unit surface. This increase is
not linear. In fact, the curing rate of most monomers, in
the presence of  air, rises much faster than the intensity
of UV energy. If  the amount of  UV energy per unit sur-
face is doubled, the curing speed may be tripled, quadru-
pled, or even accelerated ten-fold. The result of  this rela-
tion between curing rate and UV intensity is that two UV
lamps of  a certain power will not affect as fast a cure as
the one lamp having twice the power. A more powerful
lamp would double the amount of  energy falling on the
surface, while the curing speed would more than double.
UV cure lamps, therefore, should have the highest
power-to-size ratio attainable without sacrificing lifetime

or reliability. This non-linear relation between cure rate
and UV energy dictates the design of  the reflector to be
used in conjunction with the UV lamp. A reflector that
concentrates UV energy on a small surface will provide
faster curing than a reflector giving a uniform distribu-
tion of  UV over a larger surface.

The UV spectrum emitted by the source
Not all UV sensitizers require the same range of UV
wavelengths for proper reaction. The sensitizers should
absorb UV in a range which is not absorbed by the
monomer or the pigment. The wavelength emitted by the
UV source should coincide with the wavelength
absorbed by the sensitizer. Since medium-pressure mer-
cury vapor lamps emit a wide range of UV (180-400nm),
they are suitable for all UV cure applications.
Commercial applications include curing of  printing inks,
wood coatings, particleboard fillers, metal coatings, adhe-
sives, fiber optics and polystyrene.

Among the many advantages of  the ultraviolet process
and apparatus are:
• Produce high quality identical products.
• Achieve outstanding product uniformity.
• Easy to operate
• Convenient to use
• Economical
• Efficient
• Effective

This booklet will discuss the primary concerns for inte-
grating UV curing into your production line:
• Irradiator
• Power Supply
• Maintenance
• Troubleshooting
• Safety Precautions
• Technical Specifications
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THE IRRADIATOR
Specially designed irradiators in arc lengths of  2 to 77”
are available from UV Process Supply. These irradiators,
when used with the recommended cooling, maintain
optimum operating temperatures on the lamp envelope,
end seals and lamp end holders.

The irradiator, which is also known as the lamp hous-
ing/reflector assembly, has three critical functions:

1. To support the lamp above the substrate
2. To reflect the UV energy in a pattern best suited for 

fast curing; and 
3. To facilitate cooling of  lamp seals and sockets (but not

the lamp itself)

UV Process Supply’s LighthouseTM irradiators consist of
an aluminum housing which contains a linear reflector
with an elliptical cross section and holders for securing
lamps with metal or ceramic end fittings. When selecting
an arc length (or effective curing width), choose a size at
least 3 to 4” larger than the maximum width of  the area
to be cured. This allows for any variation in substrate
placement on conveyorized systems, and for compensat-
ing for less curing energy as lamp ends deteriorate.

The lamp is positioned in relation to the reflector so that
the maximum amount of  energy emitted from the lamp
is gathered and focused in one focal point. This focused
light band causes most UV coatings to cure at optimum
speeds. The focal point also defines the distance the irra-
diator is to be mounted above the curing surface so it
receives the maximum amount of  curing energy. This

focal point is a highly concentrated band of UV energy
approximately 3/8” wide and equal in length to the arc
gap of  the lamp.

In order that the lamp operates properly, it must operate
at a rather high temperature, between 600-800oC on the
quartz envelope. However, the end seals must be kept
cool, approximately 250-300oC maximum. If  the seals
exceed this temperature range, it could cause the molyb-
denum foils to oxidize and the seals to fracture. 

As the high operating temperature would tarnish and
warp an ordinary fixture, the aluminum housing is
designed to form an air cooling plenum. This serves to
cool the seals and irradiator hardware, including the
reflector, but not the lamp. [Due to these performance
standards, the reflector is made of  a specialized, highly
polished aluminum which features high UV reflectivity
(about 90%) and exceptional resistance to temperature,
tarnishing and corrosion.] Yet, if  the lamp ends blacken,
crack and then fail, this is generally due to over-cooling.
Therefore, air flow must be carefully controlled.

Irradiator Mounting
To ensure proper focus of  the irradiator in relation to the
product surface, the proper focal distance of  the irradia-
tor must be known. By understanding the focus point
from the center of  the lamp, you will know exactly at
what distance the irradiator can be mounted above the
substrate to deliver most effective cure. As LighthouseTM

irradiators are designed with the lamp in focus in relation
to the reflector, this permits energy focus to be
optimized, unlike other systems.

Sample cross sections of the LighthouseTM profile. See following pages for full view.



LIGHTHOUSETM 3/4 ELLIPTICAL REFLECTOR w/SHUTTER
Irradiator Profile
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LIGHTHOUSETM 3/4 ELLIPTICAL REFLECTOR w/o SHUTTER
Irradiator Profile
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The Con-Trol-Cure LighthouseTM features a 3/4 elliptical
reflector which should be mounted 3 1/4” from the
1/8” (3 mm) Focus Reference Hole (or center of  the
lamp) to the substrate surface. This would provide 5/8”
clearance from the base of  the housing (open shutter for
shuttered unit) to the top of  the substrate.  

Important Note: When mounting any UV lamp housing,
you must compensate for thermal expansion. A 38” lamp
will expand approximately 1/16” during an operation,
and a 77” irradiator can expand 1/8” or more.
Therefore, allowances must be made to compensate for
this fluctuating position.

Irradiator Cooling
A UV lamp generates such intense heat that it can quick-
ly melt an aluminum reflector and damage other internal
irradiator components if  no cooling is provided. Yet, as
cooling the lamp will cause the mercury to condense and
lower energy output, maintaining lamp temperature is
critical to efficient lamp performance. Therefore, the
irradiator must be designed to effectively cool these com-
ponents without affecting lamp temperature. 

With the LighthouseTM, cooling is accomplished by a
series of  fans positioned over the reflector and secured
to the top of  the housing.  Lighthouse’s 3-part reflector,
which includes a V-shaped reflector positioned directly
above the lamp, permits air flow over both sides of  the
reflector but deflects air away from the lamp. As the fans

blow air down around both sides of  the reflector, it is
deflected away from the lamp to maximize lamp effi-
ciency. Channeled air ducts at the base of  the housing
permit heated air to flow-through. Be sure never to block
these ducts.

The LighthouseTM also employs a ribbed reflector sup-
port structure in place of  the solid aluminum extrusion
support used within most irradiators. This system per-
mits unobstructed, more efficient use of  air flow.
Lighthouse’s V-shaped reflector strip also deflects light
from behind the lamp to the reflector and away from the
quartz envelope to further diminish heat build-up within
the housing.

The muffin fans are installed and operated so that air is
drawn into the top of  the housing and blown down
across the substrate. Some systems permit fan-generated
air flow to be reversed, allowing the fans to draw air up
towards the reflector and lamp. This activity is not
advised as redirecting air flow in this manner may ulti-
mately increase lamp or reflector contamination due to
out-gassing of  some coatings. This may also reduce lamp
efficiency as air will be drawn over the quartz envelope,
thus reducing lamp temperature.

To accelerate start-up, we recommend keeping the fans
off  when initially turning the system on. By generating
additional heat around the quartz sleeve as the mercury
vaporizes, you can significantly reduce the warm-up

The LighthouseTM is equipped with high
velocity muffin fans to effectively cool
irradiator components, including the
reflector and lamp ends. The system’s
plenum design prevents air from lowering
lamp temperature to maintain consistent
energy output.
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period. Caution should be exercised since overheating
and meltdown of  the reflector can occur if  the fans are
not activated accordingly. LighthouseTM power supplies
incorporate a timer which activates the fans after a
specifc amount of  time is allowed for start-up.

Consult with your electrician and manufacturer to deter-
mine the operating parameters and electrical specifics for
integrating such a feature into your curing system.

Product Cooling
Heat generated by the UV lamp can shrink or distort dif-
ferent types of  heat sensitive substrates during curing. In
order to protect the substrate, some type of  cooling
mechanism may be required. Before considering product
cooling alternatives, though, always keep separate the
concepts of  product cooling and lamp cooling. Many
facilities neglect this matter, and automatically reverse air
flow on their system’s cooling fans, drawing air up from
the substrate. When they begin to experience a signifi-
cant loss in performance, many times they do not under-
stand how the reversed air flow has changed the
performance characteristics of  the lamp. Therefore, it is
usually recommended to maintain your manufacturer’s
recommended air flow patterns regarding irradiator cool-
ing, and consider other add-ons or alternatives should
product cooling be required.

Air Knives are an example of  how an external cooling

source can help prevent product distortion without
affecting lamp operation. When attached to the outside
of  the housing, each Air Knife acts as high velocity air
delivery system that effectively cools the substrate as it
exits the curing chamber. Con-Trol-Cure Air Knives (6”
- #A005-009) (12” - #A005-010) (18” - #A005-011)
(24” - #A005-012) (30” - #A005-013) (36” - A005-014)
blow a continuous, narrow stream of  air over the sub-
strate to dissipate potentially damaging heat build-up. 

Some irradiators are or can be equipped with a port
located at one end of  the irradiator which will accept a
flexible duct which can be attached to a high velocity
blower. Flexible duct is recommended to allow for the
thermal expansion. Cool air should be brought into the
irradiator at the wiring end and hot air exhausted through
the opposite end. If  irradiators are to be placed end-to-
end, as required in many wide-web applications, the irra-
diators should be staggered mounted, and additional
cooling will be necessary.

Irradiator Shielding
UV radiation can cause severe burns to eye and skin.
Looking directly at an operating UV light, or even at
reflected light, should be avoided at all times. Properly
shielding the irradiator, wearing UV protective eyewear
and clothing around operating UV curing systems, and
following general safety practices are your most effective
protective measures against over-exposure.

Air knives are just one of many methods used to reduce
substrate temperature as the cured material exits the curing
chamber. Air knives are narrow profile cooling sources which can
be positioned directly at the chamber exit to significantly reduce
heat build-up. Studies show substrate heat continues to rise after
the material exits the chamber. Therefore, such cooling sources
effectively minimize heat build-up before distortion factors can
take hold.
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After mounting your irradiator in-line, it is critical to
shield the housing so that light emitted from the lamp
does not harm your employees. Typically, the open side
of  the irradiator (or side which faces the substrate) is
positioned above the substrate and allows light to escape
into an unprotected workplace. Placing chevrons, trans-
parent UV filter material (Item #F007-002 Clear; #F007-
015 Bronze; #F007-022 Blue), UV Viewing Windows
(Item #I005-013: 1-3/4 x 3-3/4"; #I005-011: 3-7/8 x 4-
3/4”) or solid metal guards around these openings
should effectively guard against exposure. Whatever
guards are installed, the material used should be high
temperature resistant, non-reflective, and, if  working
with a temperature-sensitive application, should permit
air to flow through the shields to assist in substrate cool-
ing. Chevrons are a typical choice for these applications.

Important Note: Avoid building shrouds around the com-
plete housing which completely encase the irradiator’s
cooling mechanisms. If  the irradiator’s cooling fans are
encased, they will not function properly, and may cause
the system to overheat. This result may cause lamp
failure and reflector meltdown.  

Even with the proper shielding in place, OSHA requires
employers to make available and require employees to
wear suitable eye and face protection where eye injuries
may occur.  In order to help comply with OSHA require-

ments and to provide safety for your personnel, UV
Process Supply offer’s an array of UV filtering safety
glasses and sheet materials carefully selected for the
needs of  UV applications.  

Irradiator Wiring 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Before wiring any irradiator, dis-
connect power at its source. If  the power supply to
which the irradiator will be wired has been used recently,
allow time (approx. 30 minutes) for the capacitors to dis-
charge stored energy before starting any work. 

Connecting the four wires from the irradiator to the
power is relatively straightforward. When wiring the
LighthouseTM irradiator to the power supply, use appro-
priate high voltage and high-temperature, UL-approved
wire (#A005-004). As electrical codes vary from region
to region, we recommend reviewing those specifications
before beginning any installation. We also strongly
recommend the use of  a certified electrician when
installing and/or wiring this unit. Refer to the power
supply schematic to ensure proper installation.  

The terminal box should always be located away from
high heat areas. Lamp wiring should be paired in a
separate conduit from the terminal, or breaker, box to
the power supply. Proper labeling should also be posted
(i.e. “WARNING: HIGH VOLTAGE”).

Irradiator shielding techniques include the use of rigid
UV filter materials (available in various colors, trans-
parencies and filtering capabilities) and filter curtains.

OSHA regulations mandate that employers provide employees who work
in the vacinity of operating UV curing systems be provided UV filtering
safety glasses to protect against eye damage. UV Process Supply offers
a complete range of glasses, goggles and safety shields to protect
employees from such hazardous exposure.
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Integrate the cooling fans by connecting two high tem-
perature, UL-approved 20 gauge wires (# A005-003) to
the terminal block (refer to schematic diagram). See fan
voltage rating for power source and schematic diagram
for appropriate wiring connections. 

Electrical connections and wires should be examined on
regular basis. UV curing environments produce tremen-
dous amounts of  heat, UV light and (usually) ozone.
Exposure to harsh UV can deteriorate the integrity of
internal components.However, parts of  the LighthouseTM

irradiator (thin reflector sheets, gap for cooling and lamp
housing fans) are designed to withstand such effects. 

Thermal Control Wiring
The LighthouseTM irradiator can be equipped with an
Thermal Control Package for wiring to a LighthouseTM

Power Supply, which includes a therm-safe and cutoff
features. These combined features will shutdown the
power supply if  the irradiator begins to overheat.

For these systems, each muffin fan on the irradiator
housing is equipped with a thermostat for monitoring
temperature (and, as a result, operation). This feature can
prevent damage to your curing system, and will allow you

time to determine the reason for overheating prior to
restarting the system. For wiring into the power supply,
please check your power supply wiring diagram before
initiating any wiring. Be sure to turn power off  at its
source prior to any maintenance work. UVPS power sup-
plies incorporate a disconnect door switch which shuts
power off whenever the door is ajar.

Lamp mounting
Before installing or focusing a lamp, open the door to the
power supply, and disconnect the irradiator from the
incoming electricity to ensure complete safety. 

The reflector is designed to focus all rays from the lamp
in front of  the reflector opening. Therefore, the exact
focal point of  the lamp in relation to the reflector needs
to be determined to maximize system efficiency and
effectiveness. As different lamp ends and lamp diameters
can change lamp focus, it is necessary to understand how
to to maintain proper focus should your lamp dimen-
sions change. In the end, accurate lamp position insures
optimal focus. LighthouseTM irradiators are manufactured
to maintain proper lamp focus, unlike other systems.

As mentioned earlier, with the LighthouseTM irradiator,

Properly positioned, focused lamp Lamp positioned 1/4” too high

Lamp positioned 1/4” too low  Lamp positioned 1/4” too far left
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the center of  the lamp should be positioned exactly
3.25” from the Focus Reference Hole to the product sur-
face. By using the Focus Reference Hole found on each
end plate, the user can adjust the position of  the lamp on
the universal lamp holder. Centering the lamp’s focus is
found to be more critical than we expected.  Mounting
the lamp 1/4” upwards, downwards or to the left (for
systems which offer left-to-right adjustments) will
greatly affect the efficiency and intensity of  the lamp’s
ultraviolet energy.

Lamp Installation
With the housing mounted and focused, loosen and
remove one nut per side and swing the lock-down clamp
away from the reflector. Place the lamp’s ceramic or
metal ends into the v-notched universal holders, and
swing the lock-down back into place. Lightly tighten the
wing-nut so that the lamp “floats” in the holder. Important
Note: The holders must permit some lamp movement to

compensate for thermal expansion. If  the holders are
over-tightened, and cannot compensate for the lamp’s
expansion during operation, the encasement may crack.
Therefore,  ensure some play remains between the brass
nuts which hold the lamp holders when installing a new
lamp. Lighthouse’s lamp end holders allow you to
compensate for thermal expansion; check the specifica-
tions of  other manufactured systems to ensure such
adjustment is possible.

When installing any lamp, always wear cotton inspection
gloves to protect against touching the quartz envelope.
Always remember to clean the lamp and reflector after
install to remove any foreign matter. Do not allow fingers
or hands to touch the quartz envelop after cleaning or
during lamp mounting. Dirt and foreign particles can
reduce a lamp’s effectiveness, can cause a lamp to fail
prematurely, or can obstruct UV light.  

The Lighthouse’s Focus Reference Hole offers a quick method for centering
different diameter lamps in relation to the irradiator’s reflector. The FRH
assists you in maintaining optimal energy focus and lamp position
regardless of lamp type or size.  Adjustable lamp holder positions allow
you to quickly reposition lamp height to meet new requirements.

Lighthouse’s universal lamp holders accept any type of lamp end fitting, metal or ceramic. Both holders are height adjustable, and, when used
in conjunction with the Focus Reference Hole, allow to you properly focus lamp’s of different diameters and sizes. When installing any lamp,
do not overtighten the lamp end fittings. Allow the lamp to “float” to compensate for thermal expansion.
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POWER SUPPLY AND 
ELECTRICAL CONTROLS
A custom electrical system must be employed for proper
ignition, warm-up and operation of  UV-emitting curing
lamps. This system must be specifically matched to the
lamp’s arc length and electrical requirements (watts/
linear inch) as the lamp requires high voltage to initiate
the arc and lower voltage to sustain it while it is operat-
ing. The electrical system must also match the type of
lamp to be ignited. A standard mercury vapor lamp, for
instance, requires a different electrical system than a
metal halide (iron or gallium doped) lamp.

Although the lamp receives a “spike” to vaporize the
mercury when it is initially turned on, a current limiting
device is necessary to prevent excessive current flow
throughout the “warm-up” period as the lamp attempts
to draw as much energy as possible to build resistance
within the quartz envelope. 

To ensure constant curing speeds during operation, the
electrical system must be power regulated or “stabilized”.
A stabilized system supplies constant power to the lamp
even with variations in the line voltage. During the
starting period, lamp voltage will be approximately 30%
higher than the operating current. (Determine circuit
breaker amperage required with this formula: Arc length

x watts per inch / voltage (240 or 480) x 1.15 = Circuit
breaker amperage required.)

The encased power supplies designed and manufactured
for UV Process Supply consist of  a transformer and a
combination of  3- or 8-level variable switching. In typi-
cal UV curing operations, one ballast (or stabilizer) is
required and designed to operate one UV-emitting lamp
(mercury standard; iron, gallium, etc., by special order) of
a specific arc length. These ballasts supply constant
power to the lamp, and their power variation will not
exceed +/-3% even with line voltage fluctuations of  up
to +/-10%. As supplied, the ballasts will operate the
lamps at full power. However, operation at intermittent
power levels is possible by use of  a capacitor switching
network. Ballasts are available in a variety of  input volt-
ages and for operation on either 50 or 60hz.

Encased power supplies are available for operation with
the standard line of UV Process Supply 300 and 400
watts per linear inch lamps, with 600 and 750 WPI
systems available by special order. These types are
encased in a steel housing and include switches and
controls for all lamp functions. Unencased ballasts and
capacitors are also available for users supplying all wiring
and switching control functions, or as a replacement
ballast. Either type may be wired to provide lamp opera-
tion at reduced power.
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Electrical/Start-up
With the lamp and reflector secured in place, and all
shields locked down, you are ready to power up the unit.
With the reflector and lamp shielded against harmful
exposure, turn the power supply ON.

Refer to your lamp manufacturer’s specifications indicat-
ing the length of  time required for the lamp to reach sta-
bilization (may vary from 20 seconds to 5 minutes). After
the warm-up period is complete, the lamp is ready to use
for your curing application. 

Important Note: Remember to wear UV protective eyewear
and clothing when operating this system. Also protect
against heat exposure as the unit may exceed 125oF.

Power Supply Controls
Main Power ON/OFF: 
Shuts off  electrical connected to power supply. Includes
safety lock which prevents power supply cabinet door
from being opened while power is ON.

Start/Stop w/Indicator Light: 
Two-position push-button switches power ON
(Start/green) or OFF (Stop/red) to end source (irradia-
tor). When red indicator light is ON, power is ON to the
irradiator. Power must be turned ON at the Main Power
ON/OFF switch for this secondary switch to work.

Ammeter: 
Meter indicates real-time amperage draw being used by
the power supply (on most manufacturer’s equipment).

Lamp Voltage Interface (for UV Process Supply systems only): 
LED displays numerical level of  electrical current.
Interface permits input of  high and low presets to warn
user if  lamp is drawing energy in excess or below levels
required to produce the desired cure. 

[The Lamp Voltage Interface is integrated parallel to
your curing equipment’s power supply and irradiator to
provide continuous feedback of  voltage level during
operation. Interfaced with a high impedance panel-
mount volt meter, the LVI provides a numerical power
reading of  lamp energy draw. The operator can use this
numerical value to determine when a lamp stabilizes and
is ready for use. This numerical value is critical in estab-
lishing an initial baseline after installing a new lamp.

As the lamp degrades over time, or if  air flow (cooling)
within the housing inadvertently lowers lamp tempera-
ture, the lamp will draw less energy. As a result, the LVI’s
numerical reading will be less than its initial baseline.
This indicates the lamp is drawing less power and may be
performing at less than peak efficiency. 

By noting this change in numerical values, you can quick-
ly cross-check this variance through physical cure evalu-
ation before under-cured product is generated. If  the
tested product fails to cure at this numerical value, you
can eliminate the inefficiency by cleaning or changing the
lamp, by cleaning or changing the reflector, by increasing
power, or by changing air flow characteristics.]

Hour Meter: 
Counter displays number of  hours a system has been
operating. It is recommended that the operator note the
present hour meter value when changing bulbs to help
measure new lamp life. 

Power Level Settings: 
8 different power level settings (3 settings on Basic
power supplies) to suit your specific application. Choose
from 40 to 100% maximum power level. To adjust power
level, position the three power toggle switches as
described on the Main Control Panel to achieve the
require setting. 

AMMETER LAMP VOLTAGE 
INTERFACE

MAIN
POWER
ON/OFF

CONTROL PANEL

STOP/START POWER LEVEL SETTINGS HOUR METER
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MAINTENANCE
Cleaning your irradiator 
Dust, dirt and fingerprints on the lamp should be
removed prior to installation to assure that such contam-
inates do not damage the quartz envelope.  As the lamp’s
intense heat can cause such particulate to fuse to the
quartz envelope, dirt, dust and fingerprints on the lamp
and reflector will absorb the UV energy and turn emitted
energy into unwanted infrared. This can dramatically
reduce irradiator operating efficiency and effectively
reduce lamp life. In addition, an accumulation of  such
deposits over time will gradually reduce uniform delivery
of  light, reduce UV intensity and lessen cure efficiency.
Therefore, regular lamp and reflector cleaning can main-
tain consistent operating performance, and extend the
life span of  your irradiator’s consumable components.

We highly recommend that you maintain a log to sched-
ule future maintenance procedures. Such scheduling can
prevent problems which lead to costly downtime, and
ensure maximum UV output and operating efficiency.

We also recommend maintaining an inventory of  spare
replacement lamps and reflectors in case of  sudden fail-
ure. UV Process Supply offers a full range of  replace-

ment lamps, reflectors and parts to address these con-
cerns. UVPS also offers a special lamp stocking program
to ensure your lamp in available whenever you need it.

Cleaning the lamp & reflector
UV Process Supply’s Lamp and Reflector Cleaning
Solution (Part # - A002-019) will prevent a thin film of
foreign matter from accumulating on the lamp.  Use this
cleaning solution to clean lamps and reflectors so no
organic materials can affect optimum light transmission.

Dampen a lint-free wiping towel with the lamp cleaning
solution. Wipe the UV lamp directly with the dampened
cloth. Dry and polish lamp with a clean wiper that con-
tains no chemical binders or any particles that can
scratch.

Always wear cotton inspection gloves (Men’s - #1004-
022) (Ladies’ - #1004-031) when handling the UV lamps.
Do not allow fingers or hands to touch the lamp body
after cleaning or during lamp mounting. 

The Con-Trol-Cure UV Lamp and Reflector
Maintenance Kit contains everything you need to clean
UV lamps and reflectors thoroughly: cleaning solution,
soft, lint-free wiping towel and cotton inspection gloves.

When handling mercury vapor and other
UV curing lamps, wear cotton inspection
gloves to prevent fingerprints from
marring the quartz envelope. UV Process
Supply offers a special lamp and reflector
cleaning solution which effectively
removes foreign matter from the quartz
envelope without residue to maintain
maximum energy efficiency.

When performing scheduled maintenance on your UV production equipment, properly lubricate shutter
mechanisms and other moving mechanical components which may be exposed to UV energy with UV
Grease. This material is designed to withstand the high temperatures and extended exposure to UV light
without breaking down.
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Changing Reflectors
Second only to the lamp itself, the reflector is the most
critical component in the irradiator system since it direct-
ly affects the amount of UV energy focused on the
curing surface. During production, various deposits
accumulate on reflector surfaces to greatly lessen cure
efficiency.  While some systems do not permit reflectors
to exchanged, scheduled cleaning can help maintain
consistent performance. To properly clean the reflector,
follow the directions outlined above for lamp cleaning. If
the reflector is permanently contaminated, pitted,
scratched or has lost its reflective quality, it should be
replaced if  at all possible. 

Unlike most other systems, which do not permit easy
reflector replacement, UV Process Supply’s LighthouseTM

is designed to allow quick reflector replacement. In most
operating environments, the operator can change the
complete reflector within minutes. This quick-change
feature significantly reduces downtime while allows the
user to maintain optimum reflectivity and performance
at minimal cost. IMPORTANT NOTE: Be sure to prac-
tice the same safety procedures as when replacing a lamp.

The LighthouseTM reflector kit consists of  a “V” reflec-
tor strip, elliptical half  sides, and shuttered reflector
strips for shuttered units.

Because of  the Lighthouse’s special design, changing the
reflector is simple. Replace the V reflector strip
(Shuttered -#U004-006) (Non-shuttered - #U004-007)
found on the center of  the lamp housing by alternately
twisting it behind the hooks of  the rib.  Make sure the
hooks are alternately opposite each other. If  the first
hook on the first rib is on the right side, the second hook
on the second rib must be on the left side of  the lamp
housing.  For replacing the elliptical half-sides, simply
loosen the thumb screws which attach the irradiator side

panels. By removing the side panels, the reflector materi-
al can be lifted and replaced. 

The ends of  the UV lamp are critical because as the lamp
ages, the lamp emits less energy at the ends than at the
center. The Lighthouse’s end reflectors (Shuttered -
#U004-008) (Non-shuttered -#U004-009) reflect more
light at the end of  the lamp to improve curing consis-
tency across the lamp’s full arc length. 

Ultimately, changing reflectors frequently is a cost-effec-
tive measure. It also provides the highest level of  assur-
ance for effective UV curing.  When cleaning reflectors,
use same cleaning procedures as cleaning lamps.  Never
use abrasive cleaning compounds or steel wool for clean-
ing reflectors.  These harsh products will remove its pro-
tective finish and reduce the reflector’s capability.

SHUTTER MECHANISMS
LighthouseTM shuttered irradiators, typically used in web
applications, protect the substrate from excessive heat
damage. A soleniod switch is required to integrate
shutter motion with equipment operation to ensure the
shutters activate when the web is stopped. A relay is also
required to lower lamp output/temperature (high to low
power) when production stops to protect the reflector
and substrate from damage.

Shutter mechanisms and grippers should be examined
periodically for proper operation. Replacements for all
wearable parts should be kept in stock to avoid costly
downtime and delays. Treat mechanical components with
UV Grease (#U000-000), which contains rust and oxida-
tion inhibitors, lubricity additives and synthetic oil base.
It is specifically designed not to breakdown upon
exposure to UV energy, and is suitable for application
onto components such as grippers or shutters.

To replace reflector material within the
LighthouseTM, simply loosen the thumb screws
which retain the irradiator’s side panels. With the
panels removed, reflector material can be simply
lifted from the ribbed supports and replaced. 
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TROUBLESHOOTING
Following normal operating conditions and regular maintenance (including proper cleaning of  the lamp, reflector,
and muffin fans, and proper rotation of  the lamp), your LighthouseTM UV Curing System should provide consistent,
reliable performance. 

Problem Cause Solution
Fails to cure at previously Lamp(s) has reached end Replace lamp(s).
acceptable production speeds. of  useful life.

Reflector has deteriorated. Replace reflector.

Dirt has accumulated on Clean system as instructed.
lamp envelope and/or reflector.

System delivers uneven cure. Reflectors have become warped Remount accordingly.
due to a improper allowances for
thermal expansion. 

Reflectors are pitted and/or Insufficient air cooling. Replace reflector.
discolored.

Ink/coating is out-gassing, Decrease interval between
fogging/discoloring reflector cleaning cycles to maintain
and lamp. performance levels.

Slow cure on new reflectors. Improper focus. Verify focus area remains 
3.25” from the center of  lamp.

Reflector melts down. Cooling system failure. Check and/or replace fan(s).

Check and/or remove any
impediment to air flow to fans
and/or vent ports at
bottom of  irradiator.

Lamp shuts down; Lamp does not match Replace lamp with bulb 
power supply overheated. powe supply specifications. which meets power 

supply specifications.

In the event of  an operating problem, please follow the basic guidelines provided below. If  you cannot remedy
the problem based on the information provided, please contact our service department at 1-800-621-1296 or
1-773-248-0099.
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CFM REQUIREMENTS for Irradiator Cooling
This information is provided for irradiators not equipped with integrated cooling mechanisms. Each Con-Trol-Cure
LighthouseTM irradiator incorporates a specific number of muffin fans required to provide suitable cooling for a given
arc length. Use the information below when incorporating or design your own irradiator cooling mechanism specif-
ic to your application needs. Remember, though, this information concerns irradiator cooling, not product cooling,
which should be controlled separately.

Arc Length 200 WPI Curing Systems 300 WPI Curing Systems
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
SP* CFM SP* CFM SP* CFM SP* CFM

6” 0.2 212 1.0 295 0.7 275 1.0 495
8” 0.3 230 1.1 305 0.8 282 1.1 305
10” 0.4 245 1.4 325 1.0 295 1.4 325
12” 0.4 245 1.4 325 1.0 295 1.4 325
18” 0.9 287 1.8 350 1.4 325 1.8 350
20” 1.0 295 1.9 355 1.5 330 1.9 355
24” 1.2 312 2.1 360 1.8 350 2.1 360
25” 1.2 312 2.1 360 1.8 350 2.1 360
30” 1.5 330 2.4 370 2.0 355 2.4 370
32” 1.6 335 2.5 380 2.1 360 2.5 380
38” 2.0 360 2.9 397 2.5 380 2.9 397
40” 2.1 365 3.0 405 2.6 382 3.0 405
42” 2.2 370 3.1 408 2.7 390 3.1 408
44” 2.3 380 3.2 412 2.8 395 3.2 412
49” 2.5 390 3.5 430 3.0 405 3.5 430
50” 2.7 395 3.8 443 3.1 406 3.8 443
52” 2.8 405 3.9 446 3.2 412 3.9 446
55” 3.0 415 4.0 450 3.5 430 4.0 450
60” 3.2 430 4.2 460 3.7 438 4.2 460
65” 3.5 455 4.5 470 4.0 450 4.0 450
72” 4.1 465 5.2 500 4.6 475 5.2 500

*SP = Static Pressure; measured in H2O.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Minimum air cooling for maximum operating temperature without tripping thermal switch.
Maximum air cooling will prevent overcool wattage drop when in reduced power mode
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IRRADIATORS
The complete
LighthouseT M

curing system
consists of the
CON-TROL-
C U R E ®
I r r a d i a t o r
( h o u s i n g ,
reflector, cool-
ing fans) and
power supply.
(Lamp sold
separately.)

Please review
the following information and refer to the
Quotation/Order Work Sheet before order-
ing. To order a complete system, fill out the
worksheet by indicating choice and speci-
fying components.  Part number and quan-
tity should always be specified. In some
cases, specifications (arc length, wattage,
length/width) must be indicated.  We will
quote all components and return the form
back to you within 48 hours of receipt.

When ordering, it is important to specify:

• Irradiator type: Unshuttered or 
shuttered 

• Arc length: Typical overall length of 
a standard lamp is “arc 
length” + 8 3/4”, while 
typical overall length of 
a shuttered lamp is “arc 
length” + 9 3/4” for arc 
lengths up to 16”, and 
then “arc length” + 
10 3/4” over 16”.

• Part number
• Quantity 
• Price (US dollars)

Also indicate reflector choice of the UV
lamp reflector: elliptical and parabolic. The
elliptical gives the highest intensity and
most efficient cure, especially for pigment-
ed coatings. Parabolic reflectors disperse
radiation, or broad beam light, and are
most useful for curing large areas. 

Also specify a clearance of 1.125”.
Clearance provides room between the irra-
diator and conveyor during production. 

IRRADIATOR TERMS OF SALE: 1/3
PAYMENT WITH ORDER, 1/3 PAYMENT
PRIOR TO SHIPMENT, FINAL 1/3 NET 30
(WITH APPROVED CREDIT)

LIGHTHOUSETM IRRADIATOR with 
THERMAL CONTROL PACKAGE 
(includes housing, reflector, cooling fans,
1 thermocouple per fan)
Model No.      Arc Length 

Non-shuttered 
A013-006NT     6”            
A013-008NT     8”                
A013-010NT     10”              
A013-012NT     12”                  
A013-015NT     15”               
A013-018NT     18”                    
A013-020NT     20”            
A013-024NT     24”               
A013-025NT     25”      
A013-030NT     30”             
A013-032NT     32”               
A013-038NT     38”               
A013-040NT     40”               
A013-042NT     42”           
A013-048NT     48”                    
A013-050NT     50”              
A013-052NT     52”             
A013-055NT     55”           
A013-060NT     60”               
A013-065NT     65”            
A013-077NT     77”        

Model No.      Arc Length 
Shuttered 

A013-006ST     6”          
A013-008ST     8”      
A013-010ST     10”               
A013-012ST     12”     
A013-015ST     15”        
AO13-018ST     18”         
A013-020ST     20”    
A013-024ST     24”          
A013-025ST     25”             
AO13-030ST     30”            
A013-032ST     32”        
A013-038ST     38”      
A013-040ST     40”             
A013-042ST     42”            
A013-048ST     48”           
A013-050ST     50”       
A013-052ST     52”        
A013-055ST     55”           
A013-060ST     60”            
A013-065ST     65”        
A013-077ST     77”        

STANDARD LIGHTHOUSETM IRRADIA-
TOR (includes housing, reflector, cooling
fans)
Model No.     Arc Length 

Non-shuttered 
A013-006N     6”                
A013-008N     8”           
A013-010N     10”                     
A013-012N     12”          
A013-015N     15”                 
A013-018N     18”      
A013-020N     20”                   
A013-024N     24”                
A013-025N     25”        
A013-030N     30”           
A013-032N    32”       
A013-038N     38”      
A013-040N     40”         
A013-042N     42”            
A013-048N     48”                  
A013-050N     50”      
A013-052N     52”                  
A013-055N    55”           
A013-060N    60”                     
A013-065N    65”     
A013-077N    77”  

Model No.     Arc Length  
Shuttered  

A013-006S     6”      
A013-008S     8”            
A013-010S     10”        
A013-012S     12”       
A013-015S     15”          
AO13-018S    18”              
A013-020S     20”         
A013-024S     24”       
A013-025S     25”               
AO13-030S    30”     
A013-032S     32”  
A013-038S     38”             
A013-040S     40”       
A013-042S     42”       
A013-048S     48”  
A013-050S     50”         
A013-052S     52”          
A013-055S     55”           
A013-060S     60”   
A013-065S     65”   
A013-077S     77”     

LAMP VOLTAGE INTERFACE
Works in a range where standard voltmeters fail: at greater than 600
volts, which is typically where most UV curing systems operate       dur-
ing start-up and when lamp power settings are changed. 

The LVI easily installs parallel between the ballast and the lamp to read,
in real-time, the voltage being drawn by the lamp. Voltage, more than
amperage, will provide you with a clearer understanding of current lamp

performance and degradation during the lamp’s life span. Provides visual display of volt-
age to detect any variation which may lead to under-cured product waste. 

Item No. Description
B003-001        Lamp Volt Interface w/dual ports    
B003-002        Lamp Volt Interface w/panel-mount volt meter

For technical assistance, call
1-800-621-1296 or 
1-773-248-0099
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POWER
SUPPLIES
CON-TROL-CURE®
Power Supplies are
available either as
Basic Encased (com-
plete), Premium
Encased (complete)
or Unencased. Basic

encased power supplies include all wiring
to ballast, control and high voltage DIN
Rails (see below), capacitors, 3-level
power control, fan timer, ready indicator
lights, amp and hour meters. It is ready for
use upon receipt. 

Premium Encased Power Supplies include
all Basic features, plus 8-level power con-
trol, our Lamp Voltage Interface (for visual
display of voltage in real time), and thermo
switch cut-off and thermo-safe features for
automatically shutting down the power sup-
ply to protect against overheating.

The unencased unit is a bare power supply
(ballast and capacitors) with no wiring or
other electrical components. 

When ordering, indicate your specific
choice using the appropriate order form
(“Encased” vs. “Unencased UV Cure
System”).

To integrate unencased ballasts in-line into
a 3rd party production system, the end user
must provide all necessary mercury relays
and appropriate wiring. UV Process Supply
can provide recommendations and pricing
for related components such as timers,
metal housings, and volt interface units.

Replacement ballasts and related compo-
nents are available for existing systems.
Specify wattage, part number, quantity and
price (US). Individual replacement parts for
unencased systems, such as capacitors,
relays and wiring, are also available. We
can also provide customized ballasts to
meet your specifications.

UV Process Supply does not provide engi-
neering support or technical service for
installation. While our ballasts are suitable
for emergency power reduction switching,
and can be interfaced with temperature
sensing devices, etc., the customer must
provide all electrical engineering and instal-
lation expertise.

BALLAST/POWER SUPPLY TERMS OF
SALE: 1/3 PAYMENT WITH ORDER, 1/3
PAYMENT PRIOR TO SHIPMENT, FINAL
1/3 NET 30 (WITH APPROVED CREDIT)

PREMIUM ENCASED POWER SUPPLY
(for one 300 watt/inch lamp, 220v/60 Hz)
Item No.    Lamp Arc Wattage 
A032-306P   6”         1,800       
A032-308P   8”         2,400     
A032-310P   10”        3,000      
A032-312P   12”        3,600       
A032-318P   18”        5,400       
A032-325P   25”        7,500       
A032-332P   32”        9,600       
A032-338P   38”        11,400      
A032-342P   42”        12,500     
A032-348P   48”        14,500      
A032-350P   50”        15,000      
A032-355P   55”        16,500      
A032-360P   60”        18,000      
A032-365P   65”        19,500      
A032-372P   72”        21,600      
A032-377P   77”        23,100      

PREMIUM ENCASED POWER SUPPLY
(for one 400 watt/inch lamp, 220V/60 Hz)
Item No.    Lamp Arc Wattage      
A032-406P   6”         2,400      
A032-408P   8”         3,200       
A032-410P   10”        4,000       
A032-412P   12”        4,800       
A032-418P   18”        7,200       
A032-425P   25”        10,000      
A032-432P   32”        12,800      
A032-438P   38”        15,200      
A032-442P   42”        16,800      
A032-448P   48”        19,200      
A032-450P   50”        20,000      
A032-455P   55”        22,000      
A032-460P   60”        24,000      
A032-465P   65”        26,000      
A032-472P   72”        28,800     
A032-477P   77”        30,800     

BASIC ENCASED POWER SUPPLY
(for one 300 watt/inch lamp, 220V/60 Hz)
Item No.  Lamp Arc   Wattage  
A032-306   6”         1,800      
A032-308   8”         2,400      
A032-310   10”        3,000     
A032-312   12”        3,600     
A032-318   18”        5,400    
A032-325   25”        7,500       
A032-332   32”        9,600     
A032-338   38”        11,400     
A032-342   42”        12,500  
A032-348   48”        14,500     
A032-350   50”        15,000     
A032-355   55”        16,500      
A032-360   60”        18,000     
A032-365   65”        19,500     
A032-372   72”        21,600  
A032-377   77”        23,100    

BASIC ENCASED POWER SUPPLY
(for one 400 watt/inch lamp, 220V/60 Hz)
Item No.   Lamp Arc Wattage     
A032-406   6”         2,400      
A032-408   8”         3,200       
A032-410   10”        4,000     
A032-412   12”        4,800       
A032-418   18”        7,200       
A032-425   25”        10,000  
A032-432   32”        12,800      
A032-438   38”        15,200 
A032-442   42”        16,800    
A032-448   48”        19,200      
A032-450   50”        20,000      
A032-455   55”        22,000      
A032-460  60”        24,000  
A032-465   65”        26,000   
A032-472   72”        28,800    
A032-477   77”        30,800    

UNENCASED POWER SUPPLY
(for one 300 watt/inch lamp, 220V/60 Hz)
Item No.   Lamp Arc  Wattage     
A031-306   6”         1,800     
A031-308   8”         2,400  
A031-310   10”        3,000       
A031-312   12”        3,600      
A031-318   18”        5,400       
A031-325   25”        7,500      
A031-332   32”        9,600     
A031-338   38”        11,400      
A031-342   42”        12,500  
A031-348   48”        14,500      
A031-350   50”        15,000   
A031-355   55”        16,500
A031-360   60”        18,000       
A031-365   65”        19,500 
A031-372   72”        21,600
A031-377   77”        23,100     

UNENCASED POWER SUPPLY
(for one 400 watt/inch lamp, 220V/60 Hz)
Item No.   Lamp Arc   Wattage 
A031-406   6”         2,400       
A031-408   8”         3,200 
A031-410   10”        4,000   
A031-412   12”        4,800      
A031-415   15”        6,000      
A031-418   18”        7,200 
A031-420   20”        8,000     
A031-425   25”        10,000
A031-426   26”        10,400      
A031-430   30”        12,000     
A031-432   32”        12,800
A031-434   34”        13,600     
A031-438   38”        15,200  
A031-442   42”        16,800    
A031-448   48”        19,200    
A031-450   50”        20,000   
A031-455   55”        22,000    
A031-460   60”        24,000    
A031-465   65”        26,000     
A031-472  72”        28,800
A031-477   77”        30,800      

For technical assistance, call
1-800-621-1296 or 
1-773-248-0099
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LAMPS
The purchase of your replacement UV
lamps from UVPS assures that you receive
the correct lamp for your specific job.  We
stock one of the largest varieties and inven-
tories of high quality lamps. Since our pur-
chase volume of lamps is greater than
most equipment manufacturers, we’re
competitive with other direct sources. 

When ordering replacement lamps, please
indicate lamp part number and quantity.
Also provide specifications such as arc
length, watts per inch, starting and running
voltage. 

CON-TROL-
CURE AIR
KNIVES
The CON-TROL-
CURE AirKnife is

a quiet, energy-efficient way to cool sub-
strate as it exits the cure chamber. Utilizing
the coanda effect (wall attachment to a high
velocity fluid) to create high velocity air
motion, the AirKnife requires only a minimal
mount of compressed air as its power
source.

As compressed air flows through the inlet
and into a plenum chamber, it is throttled
through a thin nozzle extending the length
of the AirKnife. This primary air stream
adheres to the coanda profile which turns it
90 degrees, and directs it to flow down the
face of the unit. The primary stream  imme-
diately begins to entrain surrounding air,
while velocity loss is minimized through the
wall attachment effect.

Interaction of the ejected and entrained air
dampens “air shear”, reducing noise levels
dramatically. The result is a high velocity,
high volume sheet of air achieved at mini-
mum noise level. Entrained air to com-
pressed air ratios of 30:1 are achieved with
this unique knife. Compared to a 3:1 ratio
for drilled or slotted pipe, you can achieve
an air savings of 40 to 90%!

Item No.     Size
A005-009    6”      
A005-010    12”    
A005-011    18”    
A005-012    24”    
A005-013    30”    

A005-014    36”    

CONVEYOR
BELTS
UVPS stocks two
types of conveyor
belts: standard
(#B002-001) or
heat dissipating
( # B 0 0 2 - 0 0 2 ) .

When ordering, specify length, width and
splice type (alligator, clipper or soft seal).

The CON-TROL-CURE Standard
Conveyor Belt can withstand UV light,
ozone and solvents, and provide long life at
exposure to processing temperatures from
-40 to 500oF. Our open mesh fiberglass
belts are impregnated and coated with
Teflon. Alligator splice and Teflon sewn-
and-sealed edge reinforcement are stan-
dard in all Conveyor Belts. Alligator splicing
provides better tracking for riding around
pulleys and rollers, especially those with
small diameters.  

When curing heat sensitive substrates, the
heat generated by a UV lamp can shrink,
distort or affect the materials being cured.
The CON-TROL-CURE Heat Dissipating
UV Conveyor Belt can run continuously
within a UV curing unit with minimal heat
build-up. The black Teflon-coated fiber-
glass will dissipate heat rapidly, making the
belt ideal for short UV systems which pro-
vide limited belt cooling. Available with
Teflon sewn-and-sealed edges, and
stitched with Kevlar® threads, the Heat
Dissipating Conveyor Belt can be custom-
tailored to your specifications.

Working Tension: 50 lbs/inch of width
Pully Diameters: As small as 1”
Chamber:            Allowed” 1”/100’ or less
Widths:            Up to 72” (Wider belts- 

special order)

Item No.   Description      
B002-001    STANDARD 

CONVEYOR BELT          
B002-002    HEAT DISSIPATING 

CONVEYOR BELT 

CONVEYOR BELT REPAIR KIT
The Repair Kit contains:
• 1 Needle
• 5 yards Kevlar® thread for use with 

Replacement Conveyor Belts
• 2 yds Teflon® coated fiberglass edging
• 2 yds 8” wide Teflon® coated fiberglass,

1/4” open mesh

Item No.    Description 
U002-001    CONVEYOR BELT 

REPAIR KIT

REPLACE-
MENT
REFLECTOR
SHEETS 
When replac-
ing lamp
reflectors, or
when building

your own housing, choose this hightly
reflective material. Each sheet is 0.020”
thick, highly polished aluminum with a
reflectivity rating of 85%. Reflector sheets
are easily cut to size and attached to the
reflector housing.  The ability to replace the
reflector sheet quickly and inexpensively
ensures that your curing unit is always
functioning at utmost efficiency.

Item No. Description Quantity 
U004-001 Replacement 1 Sheet

Reflector Sheet, 
24” x 48” 

U004-001    Replacement 2 Sheet
Reflector Sheet, 
24” x 48”   

U004-001    Replacement 3 Sheet
Reflector Sheet, 
24” x 48”   

UV LAMP
REFLECTORS 
C O N - T R O L -
CURE® UV
L a m p
Reflectors are
available in two
e l l i p t i c a l

shapes featuring different focal points: 1.75
and 3.5”. Ideal for basic UV curing, the
elliptical shape provides excellent focus
and the highest intensity output for the
most efficient cure. It is especially effective
for pigmented coatings. The focal point (or
focus point) is measured from the center of
the lamp to the curing surface. Choose the
proper dimension which best suits your
present equipment needs.

Aluminum gives up to 86% reflectivity and
is the most efficient reflector material for
UV applications.

Item No. Description 
U004-002      REFLECTOR; Elliptical; 

1.75” focal point; 10’L
U004-003  REFLECTOR; Elliptical; 

3.50” focal point; 12’L 

REPLACEMENT AND SYSTEM ADD-ON COMPONENTS

For technical assistance, call
1-800-621-1296 or 
1-773-248-0099
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POWER SUPPLY ENCLOSURE 
Insulated metal enclosure equipped with
casters. Call for additional information.  

WIRING
Item No.   Description
A022-003    12 gauge wire                 
A005-003    High Temp/Teflon

Coated 20 gauge wire      
A005-004    High Temp/High Voltage

Silicone 14 gauge wire   

HEAT SHRINK TUBING
Heat Shrink Tubing insulates and protects
wiring from excessive heat exposure. 

MERCURY RELAY
UVPS stocks hard-to-find mercury relays
specified to handle the high power needs of
UV lamp switching. Excellent for use with
UV curing lamp controls and panel safety
switching. Easily mounted on most enclo-
sure panels, these relays offers the
dependability of mercury technology.
Terminals are standard pressure connec-
tors and leads are 5000 VAC rated.

Specifications:
• 15A @ 2500 VAC; 10A @ 3500 VAC
• Choose either Normally Open or 

Normally Closed Terminal
• 120V or 220V, 50/60 Hz Coil Voltage

Item No. Description     
A042-001     Mercury Relay; 

Normally Open
A042-002     Mercury Relay; 

Normally Closed  

UV LAMP HOLDERS 

Item No.    Description
A022-001    Assembly Socket (Solid)         
A022-004    Assembly Socket (Spring)      
A112-002    RPC/PPG Assembly   

HEAT RESISTANT SEALANT
Made of 100% silicone rubber, Heat
Resistant Sealant serves as an effective
adhesive for your curing unit. The sealant
remains permanently flexible and can with-
stand temperature from -85 degrees to 500
degrees F (-65 degrees to 260 degrees C).
Resists intermittent exposure to 600
degrees F. Available in 90ml/3oz tube.

Item No.     Description 
A005-008      Heat Resistant Sealant     

AC TUBEAXIAL COOLING FAN/
METAL IMPELLER

Effective reflector,
lamp housing and
power supply cool-
ing is critical to
ensuring consistent
cure results and
equipment perform-

ance. These highly durable cooling fans
can be fully integrated into any current UV
lamp housing or power supply. 

Exceptional quality rotor motor has yielded
years of exceptional performance. Offers
optimum cooling and extended in-field life.
Can be fully integrated with speed con-
trollers. Locked rotor protection. 

Must be grounded in accordance with cur-
rent regulations. ISO-9001 compliant. UL,
CSA, VDE approved. Finger guard ordered
separately.

A005-001 Features:
Overall size:   4.7 x 4.7 x 1.5” 
(LxWxH) (119 x 119 x 38mm)
Type of bearing: Ball
Voltage:     115 VAC
Hertz:    50 or 60 Hz
Wattage:               18 w
CFM @ 0”:          106
dBA:                    51
Temp. Max.:      90oC
Weight:                 18 oz. (520gm)
Mounting:               Either face using four 

.146” (3.7mm) holes
Housing:                Metal, metal impeller
Connection:             Terminals w/ two flat 

pins, .011” x .02”

Item No.     Description
A005-001    AC Tubeaxial Cooling Fan/ 

Metal Impeller
A005-005   Fan Finger Guard 
A005-006   Electrical Plug

HIGH PERFORMANCE AC TUBEAXIAL
COOLING FAN/METAL IMPELLER
High performance cooling fan producing
159 CFM ideal for larger reflectors, lamp
housings and power supplies. Provides
maximum air volume for excellent cooling. 

All-metal construction produces years of
exceptional performance. Allows full inte-
gration into any curing system and/or
speed controller. Locked rotor protection. 

Must be grounded in accordance with cur-
rent regulations. ISO-9001 compliant. UL,
CSA, VDE approved. Finger guard ordered
separately.

A005-002 Features:
Overall size:   5.3 x 5.3 x 1.5” 
(LxWxH) (135 x 135 x 38mm)

Type of bearing:   Ball
Voltage:            115 VAC
Hertz:                  50 or 60 Hz
Wattage:              26 w
CFM @ 0”:    159
dBA:             50
Temp. Max.:        80oC
Weight:             28 oz. (800gm)
Mounting:     Either face using four 

.169” (4.3mm) holes
Housing:         Metal w/metal impeller
Connection:       Terminals w/ two flat 

pins, .110” x .02”

Item No.     Description  
A005-002   Higher Performance 

AC Tubeaxial Cooling Fan      
w/Metal Impeller

A005-005    Fan Finger Guard            
A005-006   Electrical Plug 

AC TUBEAXIAL COOLING FAN/
PLASTIC IMPELLER
Incorporates light, internal rotor motor and
plastic impeller for quick starts at full
speed. Ideal for quick starting curing sys-
tems requiring little to no warm-up period.
Highly durable, low-vibration metal housing 
easily integrates into any curing system
housing or power supply encasement.
Locked rotor protection. ISO-9001 compli-
ant. UL, CSA, VDE approved. 

Must be grounded in accordance with
current regulations. Finger guard and
electrical plug ordered separately.

A005-007 Features:
Overall size:   5.0 x 5.0 x 1.5” 
(LxWxH) (127 x 127 x 38mm)

Type of bearing:  Ball
Voltage:         115 VAC
Hertz:                 50 or 60 Hz
Wattage:             17 w
CFM @ 0”:      121
dBA:              47
Temp. Max.:    75oC
Weight:        20 oz. (520gm)
Mounting:      Either face using four 

.177” (4.5mm) holes
Housing:    Metal, plastic impeller
Connection:      Terminals w/ two flat 

pins, .018” x .02”

Item No.     Description   
A005-007  AC Tubeaxial Cooling Fan/ 

Plastic Impeller     
A005-005  Fan Finger Guard 
A005-006 Electrical Plug

REPLACEMENT AND SYSTEM ADD-ON COMPONENTS

For technical assistance, call
1-800-621-1296 or 
1-773-248-0099
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INSTRUCTIONS
1.Please provide the part number stamped on your current lamp and we'll match it to one we have in stock. 

If necessary, we can also provide most customized lamps to meet highly specialized needs. 

Lamp Part Number: ______________________________

2.If you are unable to locate the part number, or the part number is not familiar to our Customer Service 
department, provide us with the following information and will be able to locate or custom-manufacture
your replacement lamp.

Equipment Information (product in which lamp will be used)

Type: ______________________________________
Manufacturer: ______________________________________
Identification Number: ______________________________________
Max. press sheet/web width (if printing application): ____________

UV LAMP SPECIFICATION FORM

1229 W. Cortland Street. Chicago, IL 60614
Voice: 1-800-621-1296; 1-773-248-0099
Fax: 1-888-UVLAMPS; 1-773-880-6647

Internet: www.uvprocess. com
e-mail: info@uvps.com

Please return this completed form with your price quote request and replacement UV lamp order.

At UV Process Supply®, our unmatched  inventory
of mercury vapor and metal halide lamps for UV curing,
exposure and related radiation applications allows us to
quickly provide you the right lamp at the right price for
your individual needs. Please fill out this UV lamp

specification sheet so we can send you a current price
quotation. Since our volume of lamp purchasing is
greater than any equipment manufacturer, you're
assured of receiving highly competitive pricing.

A. Type of Lamp _________________

B. Lamp Manufacturer _________________

C. Serial # of Lamp _________________

D. Overall Length (diagram #1) _________________

E. Arc Length (diagram #1) _________________

F. Watts per Inch _________________

G. Lamp Running Voltage _________________

H. Lamp Nominal Amperage _________________

I. Lamp Nominal Wattage _________________

J. Outside Diameter _________________

K. Type End Fittings (diagram #2) _______________

L. Type of Connectors _________________

M. Length of Leads _________________

N. Ozone Free (yes/no) _________________

DIAGRAM #1

OVERALL LENGTH

ARC LENGTH

Copyright © 2002 by UV PROCESS SUPPLY®, INC. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission of the copyright owner is prohibited.



INSTRUCTIONS
1.Please provide the part number stamped on your current lamp and we'll match it to one we have in stock. 

STAINLESS STEEL END FITTINGS CERAMIC END FITTINGS

FUSION® LAMPS

REF. #15
10 inch

REF. #16
6 inch

REF. #17:
Spherical

REF. #13

REF. #14

REF. #1

REF. #2

REF. #3 REF. #6

REF. #5

REF. #4 REF. #7

REF. #8

REF. #9

REF. #10

REF. #11

REF. #12

If necessary, we can also provide most customized lamps to meet highly specialized needs. 

Please provide the additional information requested below for our records.

Company Name: ________________________________
Company Address: ________________________________
Phone Number: ____________________ Fax Number: ____________________
Contact: ________________________________
Title: ________________________________
Purchase Quantities: Per year: ____________________

Per order: ____________________
Telephone Price Quotation Requested (yes/no): ____________________
Written Price Confirmation Requested (yes/no): ____________________

Copyright © 2002 by UV PROCESS SUPPLY®, INC. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission of the copyright owner is prohibited.

1 inch

3/4 inch

1229 W. Cortland Street. Chicago, IL 60614
Voice: 1-800-621-1296; 1-773-248-0099
Fax: 1-888-UVLAMPS; 1-773-880-6647

Internet: www.uvprocess. com
e-mail: info@uvps.com

GLASS END FITTINGS CON-TROL-CURE®

LAMPS

.98”

.87” .74”

1.31”



PRODUCT ORDER FORM
1229 W. Cortland Street. Chicago, IL 60614

Voice: 1-800-621-1296; 1-773-248-0099
Fax: 1-800-UVLAMPS; 1-773-880-6647

Internet: www.uvprocess. com
e-mail: info@uvps.com

Copyright © 2002 by UV PROCESS SUPPLY®, INC. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission of the copyright owner is prohibited.

• Ordering Assitance •• Ordering Assitance •
Customer Service Department 

Toll-free Voice: 1-800-621-1296 
Voice: 1-773-248-0099

• Technical Questions •• Technical Questions •
Visit our web site at www.uvprocess.com

for complete technical and pricing 
information, or call our  

Customer Service Department.

ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO THE TERMS,
CONDITIONS, AND WARRANTY FOUND WITH

THE “GENERAL INFORMATION” SECTION
OF THIS CATALOG.

SHIP TO:SHIP TO:
Name: _____________________________________________

Company: _____________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________

City: _____________________ State/Province: ________________

Zip/Postal: ______________ +4: ________ Country: _________

Phone: _____________________ Fax: _______________ E-mail:______

BILL TOBILL TO: Same as Above

Acct. Payable Contact: ________________________________________

Company: _____________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________

City: _____________________ State/Province: ________________

Zip/Postal: ______________ +4: ________ Country: _________

Phone: _____________________ Fax: _______________ E-mail:______

• Open Account Ordering: Please provide your company purchase order number: _____________________

• New Account Ordering: Please review the “General Information” section for additional instruction.

ITEM NO.   QUANTITY   SIZE  ITEM NO.   QUANTITY   SIZE  DESCRIPTION                           PRICE/EA     TOTAL  DESCRIPTION                           PRICE/EA     TOTAL  

Fax orders by dialing toll-free 
1-800-99UVLAMPS (1-800-993-2988)

or by dialing 1-773-880-6647
Make copies of this form for future use. 
 

Total Merchandise Value

Standard Shipping & Handling
(see page A for details)

Subtotal

ILLINOIS Deliveries add 8.75%
sales tax to Subtotal

TOTAL

SAFETY • INK & COATING HANDLING • MAINTENANCE & SHOP • CURING CONTROLS • CURING EQUIPMENT • PRINTING SUPPLIES
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UV Process Supply, Inc. manufactures a full
selection of highly affordable UV curing systems for
nearly every application. When shopping for new
equipment, consider the unique properties which
separate our LighthouseTM system from other
available irradiators and power supplies. With
patented reflector and housing designs to increase
curing energy at the substrate surface, the
LighthouseTM is an optimized curing system available
at a price point unmatched by any other
manufacturer.

So before you make a purchasing decision, and to
find out whether UV is right for you, we invite you to
rent a fully-equipped LighthouseTM UV Curing System
from UV Process Supply, Inc.

The LighthouseTM Rental Program allows customers
to quickly, and cost-effectively evaluate the suit-
ability of UV curing for their particular application. 

Our 2" 200 WPI UV curing unit is available for rental
at $25.00 per week, and our 10" UV curing unit
equipped with a 400 WPI power supply with tri-level
power switching (400, 300, 200 WPI) is available for
$250.00 per week. 

At the end of the rental period, the equipment can
be purchased with 80% of the rental cost applied to
the purchase price. If you still wish to purchase but
require a different irradiator or power supply, then
65% of the rental cost is applied toward the
purchase price.

This program is ideal for companies searching for
an inexpensive testing method prior to making a
capital purchase. 

Please contact Harvey Knapp in UV Process
Supply's Sales Department at 1-800-621-1296 or
1-773-248-0099 for complete information.

We look forward to serving your UV curing
equipment needs.

LIGHTHOUSETM UV Curing 
SystemRental Program


